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ABSTRACT
A new non-linear, unconstrained, mathematical model 
for the drilling process has been developed. The number of 
parameters to optimize are six, namely, the weight on bit, 
the rotary speed, the drilling fluid volumetric flow rate, 
the jet nozzle diameter, and the drilling fluid density and 
viscosity.
The method of Hooke and Jeeves using Fibonacci line 
search has been used to solve the non-linear, multi-variable, 
unconstrained, objective function. A comparison between the 
Hooke and Jeeves searching method and other optimization 
techniques, such as discrete Hooke and Jeeves and Rosenbrock 
methods is given.- Also the effects of changing one decision 
variable on the drilling cost are studied for all the six 
variables.
It is concluded that the new developed drilling model 
gives better results than the Galle and Woods model. There­
fore, the drilling companies could save thousands of dollars 
on one well and perhaps millions on one field. The optimum 
solution, using the accelerated Hooke and Jeeves search 
method, is more economical and realistic than solutions pro­




There are several factors which relate directly and 
indirectly to the drilling rate and cost. Some of these 
parameters can be altered and some others cannot. The 
alterable factors that may be controlled are: drilling fluid
properties, hydraulics, bit type and size, weight on bit, and 
rotary speed. The unalterable factors are: weather and
location, rig flexibility, bottom hole temperature, round- 
trip time, rock properties, depth, formation to be drilled, 
characteristic hole problems, and crew efficiency.
Drilling optimization is the technique which is used 
to minimize the cost of drilling. In past studies, only two 
variables were considered in developing the mathematical models. 
These variables are weight on bit and rotary speed. Other 
factors were considered to be well chosen.
In this work, other factors like drilling fluid 
properties, hydraulics, bit type and size, formation to be 
drilled, and differential pressure between drilling fluid 
column pressure and formation pore pressure are considered in 
the development of the new mathematical drilling model.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
In 1969, Luimus [31] outlined all the factors to be 
considered in drilling optimization. He classified the 
drilling variables as alterable or unalterable. The alterable 
variables are:
1. Drilling fluid: (a) drilling fluid weight,
(b) solids content, (c) viscosity, (d) fluid 
loss, (e) drilling fluid type
2. Hydraulics: (a) pump pressure, (b) jet velocity,












8. Characteristic hole problems
9. Water available
10. Formation to be drilled
11. Crew efficiency
12. Depth
In considering which variables to choose for mathe­
matical optimization, Lummus said that experience and research 




3. Bit type and size
4. Weight on bit-rotary speed
5. Formation to be drilled
6. Depth
Each of the above variables have been studied exten­
sively in the field and in the laboratory.
Drilling Fluid:
The properties of the circulating fluid that have been 
found to affect drilling rate are as follows :
Drilling Fluid Weight:
It has been shown [41] that drilling rate decreases as 
the drilling fluid pressure increases, and that the decrease is 
actually more correctly attributed to the excess of the 
hydrostatic pressure over the formation pressure [13] . The
reason for the decrease is thought to be due to the fact that 
compression of the rock makes it harder for the bit to break 
up the rock. In order to keep the penetration rate at a rea­
sonable level, the pressure and hence, the drilling fluid 
weight, should be kept as low as possible while allowing for 
the highest formation pressure to be encountered.
Solid Content;
Eckel [15] pointed out both solids type and amount 
affect viscosity and reduce drilling rate. He stated that 
solids content does not independently affect drilling rate. 
Excluding pure water, the best drilling fluid is a non­
dispersed fluid having a total clay-solid content of no more 
than 4% and having drilled solids to bentonite ratio of less 
than 2:1. Laboratory drilling tests [31, 34] showed that 
the particle size, as well as total colloidal size, has an 
important effect on drilling efficiency.
Lummus [32] stated that air or gas is a higher pene­
tration rate drilling fluid than water or oil. He showed 
that as the percentage of clay increases, the penetration 
rate is reduced. This effect is not totally dependent upon 
the total solid content of the water, due to the nature of 
the particle size distribution of the solids making up the 
drilling fluid. It was found that colloidal size particles 
which are less than Ip in size, have 12 times more effect on 
drilling rate than particles coarser than Ip.
Drilling Fluid Viscosity;
Moore [35] pointed out that an increased drilling 
fluid viscosity results in slower rate of penetration. In 
the case of normal drilling fluids, the solids content and 
viscosity are strongly interdependent and hence, it might be 
thought that the viscosity was not an independent parameter. 
Also high viscosity could be achieved by using viscous gly­
cerine . He suggested that the high viscosity resulted in 
lower fluid velocity in the vicinity of the cuttings at the 
bottom of the hole and hence, the cuttings are not removed 
efficiently.
Eckel [15] studied the effect of viscosity on drill­
ing rate using several fluids and found that the drilling 
rate decreases as the kinematic viscosity of the fluid 
increases.
Eckel [16] showed that in order to minimize the 
reduction in the drilling rate, the viscosity should be 
raised by increasing the yield point (Ŷ ) to plastic vis­
cosity (P̂ ) ratio. His work illustrates the effect of shear 
rate on viscosity for different drilling fluids all with the 
same apparent viscosity; the high shear-rate viscosity 
reduces drilling rate.
Murphy [38] also showed the effect of viscosity on 
drilling rate. He indicated that when the viscosity exceeds 
40 centipoise, an additional increase will have very little 
effect on drilling rate.
Fluid Loss:
Drillers noted that drilling rates were decreased 
when the filtration rates were decreased. Moore [36] stated 
that this reduction in drilling rate was due more because of 
the materials added to reduce filtration rate than because 
of the fiIteration rate reduction.
When low solids drilling fluids were introduced it 
was not uncommon to have an API filtration rate of 10 cubic 
centimeters and a high initial loss of fluid, called spurt 
loss. The spurt loss was simply the loss of fluid necesscity 
to form a filter cake of solids. As a result, drilling 
rates with the low solids drilling fluid with an API water 
loss of 10 cubic centimeters may be substantially higher 
than a higher solids drilling fluid having an API water loss 
of 20 cubic centimeters.
Oil Content:
Moore [35] said that shale drills much more quickly 
when oil is added to the drilling fluid. This effect prob­
ably results from the oil preventing "balling-up" of the 
bit. The economic advantage of adding oil is not always 
clear. The loss rate must be strictly controlled. Other­
wise, the cost of the oil used may well be higher than the 
cost of saving it.
Murphy [38] explained the change in drilling rate 
to additional amounts of oil to a drilling fluid system.
The drilling rate increases as the oil percentage increases.
The reason for this increase has been assumed to be better 
bit cleaning while drilling shales. Murphy said that the 
amount of oil required for a particular drilling fluid sys­
tem will vary widely; he suggested that a maximum of 3% oil 
will give best results.
Hydraulics:
The circulating medium does not destroy rock, it 
clears away the rock destroyed by the bit. In accomplishing 
this, its functions are: (1) to remove the cuttings from the 
bottom of the hole rapidly to prevent recuttings, (2) to 
clean the cutters so that the teeth are free to penetrate 
the rock, and (3) to carry the cuttings away from the bit so 
as not to interfere with bit life [47]. Consequently, there 
is a critical hydraulic horsepower for each weight on bit in 
a specific formation which provides adequate bottom-hole 
scavaging for maximum efficiency [47]. Speer [47] concluded 
that penetration rate under any specific condition varies 
linearly with pump hydraulic horsepower. Cleaning of the 
hole is primarily a function of circulating volume. An 
understanding of annular rising velocity, total circulating 
rate, and nozzle fluid velocity is needed to know the clean­
ing action.
Bit hydraulic horsepower is a function of the circu­
lation rate and the pressure drop across the bit which is 
proportional to the nozzle fluid velocity. Circulation rate
must be considered as the upward fluid velocity has to exceed 
the cutting's slip velocity so that the cuttings are removed 
from the hole [24].
Edwards [17] mentioned that hydraulics programs are 
designed for a given rig to give maximum bit horsepower or 
impact force with the available pump input horsepower at 
maximum surface pressure. The thought is that since actual 
requirements are unknown, the more horsepower the better. 
Edwards concluded that at low weight, the penetration rate 
is the same for all horsepower levels. At the lowest level, 
bit balling is evident as weight is increased. The inter­
mediate level allows the drilling rate to increase with 
higher weights and the high level of hydraulics to a still 
higher weight.
In their works, Eckel [15] and Walker [49], studied 
the combined effect of viscosity and hydraulics. They found 
that the Reynold's number controlled the combined effect of 
fluid properties and hydraulics on rate of penetration. For 
many tests they found that any change that increased the 
Reynold's number caused a corresponding increase in the 
drilling rate. Eckel [16] suggested that, rate of penetra­
tion— other conditions being constant, can be described as 
an exponential function of a Reynold's number.
Walker [49] pointed out that the viscosity is cal­
culated at the shear rate which is directly related to the 
fluid velocity through the nozzle and inversely related to
the nozzle diameter.
Murphy [38] presented two approaches to optimize 
hydraulic conditions. One method is to provide maximum 
hydraulic horsepower at the bit. The basis for this is that 
maximum hydraulic horsepower will produce maximum work and 
do a better cleaning. The other approach is to maximize 
cross flow which is the product of flow rate and nozzle 
velocity.
Lummus [31] mentioned that optimum hydraulics is the 
proper balance of the hydraulic elements that will adequately 
clean the bit and bore hole with minimum horsepower. The 
elements are flow rate, pump pressure, the flow rate-pump 
horsepower relationship, and the drilling fluid. These ele­
ments have to work in the proper ratios to achieve optimum 
hydraulics.
Lummus said that a successful hydraulics programs 
can be prepared by first considering two factors: bit clean­
ing and hole cleaning. Adequate jet velocity and fluid 
impact toward the formation are required for bit cleaning.
The most important aspect of hole cleaning is having a mud 
with sufficient yield value to lift cuttings from the hole.
An adequate annular velocity depends upon hole size and the 
yield value of the mud system. These values should be 
adjusted together to keep: (a) the yields value as low as 
possible to facilitate settling of small cuttings in the 
surface pits, (b) annular velocity and cutting transport
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rate reasonably close in value, and (c) annular flow pattern 
neither in extreme turbulence nor in total plug flow.
Bit Type;
The bit selection is, naturally, very iirportant and 
depends mainly on the degree of hardness of the formation 
being drilled and the mode of failure of the rock formation.
Type of bit refers to: (1) number and length of 
teeth; (2) number of cutter elements; and (3) circulation 
pattern (jet or regular bit). Selection of tooth style 
depends primarily on the type of foinnation to be penetrated.
It has been shown that the three-cone is the best overall 
choice of bit type [47].
The jet-bit drilling rate,is used as the unit of 
formation hardness. Speer [471 concluded that: (1) jet bits 
perform appreciably better than regular bits in very hard 
formations; (2) little advantage is obtained with jet bits 
in the medium-hard formations; and (3) the jet bit's advan­
tages increases with softness of formations from medium hard 
to the very soft. A comprehensive bit-correlation chart, 
continually updated to include new bits is the starting 
point in selecting the proper bits for drilling a well.
Lummus [31, 32] said it is also important for the 
engineer to have both qualitative and quantitative descrip­
tions of bit wear from at least two nearby control wells in 
order to do a good job of selecting bits for the proposed well.
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Weight-RPM;
The effects of weight and speed have been extensively 
investigated but it would appear from the variety of expres­
sions that have been suggested that the process involved is 
complicated and requires careful analysis.
Bielstein and Cannon [5] were among the early inves­
tigators and they noted that drilling rate appeared to vary 
approximately linearly with weight and somewhat less tJ-an 
linearly with rotary speed.
Moore [35] suggested an analytical method for find­
ing the optimum weight and speed. He suggested that the 
drilling rate is directly proportional to the weight on bit 
and to the rotary speed. Bit life limited by tooth wear was 
considered but no formula was given so that optimization 
under this limiting condition was not considered. He sug­
gested that the bearing life is inversely proportional to 
the weight on bit and the rotary speed.
All the early investigations showed that the drill- • 
ing rate is related to the weight on bit and the rotary 
speed through a special function. Maurer [33] suggested that 
the function is equal to the rotary speed times the square 
of the weight on bit with the instantaneous removal of all 
the cuttings. Also, the drilling rate is inversely propor­
tional to the square of the hole diameter and the square of 
the formation drillability strength. In this way Maurer 
related penetration rate to weight per inch of bit diameter
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and made the formation driliability constant independent of 
bit size.
Outmans [42] derived a drilling rate equation which 
described the rate in terms of weight, rotary speed and 
hydraulic horsepower at the bit. The resulting equation 
contains several unknown constants which have to be esti­
mated from previous experience for wells drilled in the same 
area. The simplifications that arise when weight or rotary 
speed is the only variable give a general insight into field 
results. He pointed out the danger in examining one vari­
able at a time as appears to have been done by most experi­
mentalists.
Cunningham [11] noted that, even when a homogeneous 
formation was being drilled, the proportionality constant of 
the drilling rate equation appeared to vary with the age of 
the bit.
Galle and Woods [21] introduced the concept of bit 
dullness. They said that the drilling rate is proportional 
to the weight on bit-rotary speed and inversely proportional 
to the bit tooth dullness. They also mentioned that the 
dullness rate is proportional to the weight-rotary speed and 
to the percentage wear in the tooth of the bit. Finally, 
they developed the bearing rate equation which is a function 
of the weight on bit and the rotary speed along with the 
fluid condition. They made the following assumptions;
(1) diamond bits are excluded from their analysis, (2) bit
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life is limited by bearing failure or tooth wear or a com­
bination of these factors, (3) circulating hydraulics are 
adequate and do not limit drilling rate, (4) the drilling 
rate is a function of only bit weight, rotary speed and degree 
of tooth dullness, auid (5) within the range of rotary speed 
specified there are no restrictions brought about a prime- 
mover performance.
Edwards [17] gave another expression for the drill­
ing rate in any interval. He related the drilling rate is 
related to: the drillabilic^’ constant which is determined by 
the formation bit type and mud properties, the weight on bit, 
the rotary speed and inversely related to the rate function 
of tooth height- The rate of tooth wear suggested by Edwards 
is a function of weight, rotary speed, and bit condition.
In 1972, Wilson and Bents en [55] investigated vari­
ous optimization procedures which could be used, in conjunc­
tion with the selected mathematical model, to achieve the 
reduction of the drilling cost of a well. They restricted 
the number of parameters to be optimized to the weight on 
bit and the rotary speed. Other factors, such as mud proper­
ties and bit type, were assumed to have been properly selec­
ted. Within these limits, they developed three methods of 
varying complexity. The first method seeks to minimize the 
cost per foot drilled during a bit run. The second method 
minimizes the cost of a selected interval, and the third 
method minimizes the cost over a series of intervals.
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Reed [44] used a Monte Carlo approach for variable 
weight on bit-rotary speed optimal drilling problems to get 
the least cost per foot. He concluded that variable weight- 
speed optimization offers very little advantage over the 
simpler constant weight-speed.
Cunningham [12] suggested an empirical equation for 
the drilling rate. He included in his equation the effect 
of the drilling strength of the formation and the differen­
tial pressure between the drilling fluid and formation pres­
sure at the bit on the drilling rate along with the effect 
of weight on bit and rotary speed.
CHAPTER 3
A DRILLING MODEL USED BY INDUSTRY
3.1 Introduction
There are several drilling models which have been 
developed during the past twenty years. The Galle and Woods 
[21] model has been considered the best available model by 
the industry. Most drilling companies use this model to 
optimize their drilling programs.
The main disadvantage of this model is that the 
drilling rate is a function of bit weight, rotary speed and 
bit condition only. The differential pressure at the bit, 
fluid properties and circulating are all assumed adequate 
and do not limit the drilling rate. Another disadvantage of 
the Galle and Woods model is that diamond bits are excluded 
from their analysis.
The aim of this chapter is to show the development 
of the Galle and Woods model and how to use it to optimize 
the drilling operations. In the later chapters the develop­
ment of a new mathematical drilling model, the procedures to 
optimize drilling operations and the comparisons with the 
Galle and Woods model will be shown.
15
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3.2 Development of the Model




Rate of tooth drilling:
^  _ c (3-1)
3D = ,1_, R_ (3-2)dT Ag am
Rate of bearing wear:
dBX _ N (3-3)
where,
dT SL
F •= distance drilled by bit, ft
T =. rotating time, hours
Cg = f'rmation drillability factor
w = bit weight, 1000 lb
H = bit or hole diameter, inches
W = equivalent 7. 875" bit weight = ^ ^
K = weight exponent 
N = rotary speed, rpm 
D = normalized tooth wear 
a = 0.928125 + 6.0 D + 1
V 0.1
,0 for flat-crested wear 
P = { 0.5 for self-sharpening wear
0 for button bits
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Ag = formation abrasiveness factor
R = function which relates rotary speed to the rate
of tooth wear
m = function which relates bit weight to the rate 
of tooth wear
S = drilling fluid factor
L = function which relates bit weight to the rate
of bearing wear 
= 21340./(I + 0.03 w)3'23 
= fraction of total life expended
The form of the functions in (3-1) is such that the 
drilling rate increases as higher weights and rotary speeds are 
applied, and decreases as the bit dulls. The drilling rate is 
also proportional to the formation drillability parameter C _ 
which includes the effects of bit type, hydraulics, drilling 
fluids and the formation. Formations of a very soft nature, 
for which the penetration rate is not a linear function of
weight, are covered, to a certain extent, by the use of the
exponent k. The value of 0.6 for k was found to be the best
compromise in these cases [24].
From (3-2), the rate of dulling increases as higher 
weights and rotary speeds are applied. The rate of dulling 
decreases as the dullness increases. This happens because of 
the conical shape of the bit tooth results in a larger area 
being available as the tooth wears. As in the drilling rate 
equation, where was affected by down-hole conditions, A^
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in this equation includes the effect of bit type, hydraulics, 
drilling fluid and formation and will be altered if any of 
these factors are adjusted.
From (3-3), the rate of bearing wear decreases as 
greater weight or speed is used. Again it should be noted that 
the parameter S is a function of the bit type, mud and 
hydraulics, and will change if the hole conditions or bit type 
are altered. In the case of sealed-bearing type of bit the 
parameter for a particular bit type should always be the same. 
In practice, however, some variation may be expected because 
the bit action, and hence the forces on the bearing is affected 
by down-hole conditions.
Galle and Woods also defined several functions ;
D/Ü = 714.19 / a dD (3-4)
OwJ
V = 714.19 / a= dD (3-5)
a = 0.928125 + 6.0 D + 1.0 (3-6)
R = N + 0.00004348 (3-7)
m = 1359.1 - 714.19 log w (3-8)
For calculation purposes, all functions of bit-weight are 
normalized to a 7 7/8 inch bit size by: 







L = tabluated function of w 
= 21340./(I + 0.03 w)3'23 
Solving (3-1) and (3-2) for time and equating:
dT = a^ dF 
Ĉ -Ŵ -N
dT = am dD 
 ̂R-
By normalizing for-7 7/8 inch bit size and solving for F:
^ CfAf / 714.19 ( (1-p)
R \ QJ ^
dD
By setting the portion in brackets equal to Z (which will be 
a function that relates tooth dullness D to tooth life as a 
function of tooth wear type P, the equation for footage 
becomes
C. A.(w)^Nm Z (3-11)
^ = ■ ^-R---
Since Z is a function of a and P, Z will vary as P varies:
D
714.19 / dD = 714.19D, when P = 1.0 
0/
Z = C 714.19 I a^dD = V, when P = 0.5/  Î€
714.19 I a dD = Ü, when P = 0.0 
OJ
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From (3-2) by normalizing to 7 7/8 inch bit size and solving 
for T:
T = A. mu (3-12)
 ̂-R
Also, rotating time, T, can be described as a function of 
bearing wear from equation (3-3):
T = (3-13)
N
Equations (3-11), (3-12), and (3-13) can then be rearranged 
to solve for the three formation parameters which control bit 
life:
Drillability Factor
Dg = Cg Ag = FR  (3-14)
m(w)^Z
Abrasiveness Factor
Ag = TR (3-15)
mU
Bearing Wear Factor
Br = S = TN (3-16)
" 5 ?
When the rotary speed function, N, is being replaced 
by a function N^, where r describes the effect of rotary speed 
on penetration rate.
Thus, (3-14) will be:
Dg = Cg Ag = FR_______________  (3-17)
m(w)^(N^) Z
where, z relates bit tooth dullness to bit tooth life
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and is a fxmction of
The basic cost equation is given by:
Cg + C (T + T)
Cost/Foot = -2-Z— ^ —  ----  (3-18)
where,
Cg = Bit cost, $
Cg = Rig cost, $/hr 
= Trip time, hr 
T = Rotating time, hr 
F = Footage, ft
Since the basic cost equation is primarily a dT/dF 
function, equations (3-15), (3-16), and (3-17) relating the 
function of weight, speed and bit condition to formation 
factors are rewritten so as to allow time and footage to be 
calculated by:
T = Um/R (3-19)
T = Eg L/N (3-20)
F = m/k (3-21)
It is now possible to expand the cost equation to
show cost/foot in terms of all variables by:
cost/foct = ' (3-22)
Z(w) ̂  (N )m/Fi
3.2,1 Calculation Procedure (Tooth Type Bits)
Using (3-22), it is possible to calculate a cost per 
foot for a given weight and speed, providing values can be
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determined for the various functions. Of the many functions, 
several have known values for a given well. Therefore, in 
the cost equation, only the parameters, Ü, Z, m, R w and N 
are not known.
Since m and R are functions of weight and speed 
respectively, it follows that if U and Z can be determined, a 
cost/foot for any weight-speed combination can be calculated. 
A value for ü can be found from (3-19) and (3-20).
Ü = L R/Ag m N (3-23)
U can be determined for a given weight-speed combina­
tion by assuming a value for (bearing wear), along with 
values of B^ and Ag from previous drilling data. Since Ü 
and Z are both functions of tooth dullness D, once ü has been 
calculated, the corresponding Z can be determined.
Once U and Z have been established for a given 
weight-speed combination, the calculation.of the related 
cost/foot is simply one of arithmetic. By repeating this 
calculation for a series of weight-speed combinations, a cost 
grid can be developed. The weight-speed combination which 
corresponds to the lowest cost/food is the optimum weight and 
speed for the interval in question.
3.2.2 Calculation Procedure (Insert-Type Bits)
For tungsten carbide insert-type bits, a somewhat 
different situation exists. Since the tungsten carbide 
inserts do not wear appreciably, the tooth dullness factor.
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D, remains constant, and bit life is determined only by bear­
ing life. This eliminates Ü and Z in the equation and the 
cost per foot formula becomes:
C + Cp (T. + Bf L BVN) (3-24)
Cost/foot = -2---------  Ë----
Cg Bg L
Since insert bits do not experience noticeable tooth 
wear, and, therefore are never pulled for tooth wear, (3-24) 
can be solved for any pre-selected value of bearing wear on 
which it might be desired to pull the bit. The procedure for 
determining the optimum weight-speed is the same as with tooth 
type bits, i.e., solving (3-24) for a range of weights and 
speeds.
Tables 1-6 in Appendix D simplify calculations neces­
sary to compute equations (3-15), (3-16), (3-17), (3-22), and 
(3-24).
The first step in determining an optimum speed 
schedule is to develop required input data. Table (3-1) 
illustrates the input data that is required to complete the 
calculation. Basically, the data can be split into two 







Bit Cost S $/Bit
Rig Cost s $/Hour
Trip Time Factor t Hours/Foot
Bit Size d Inches
Minimxom Bit Weight ^min Pounds
Maximum Bit Weight ^max Pounds
Minimum Rotary Speed \in RPM









AN OPTIMIZATION DRILLING MODEL
4.1 Introducti on
In past researches, only two variables were considered 
in developing optimization models. These variables are weight 
on bit and rotary speed. Other factors were considered to be 
well chosen. One of these models was presented by Galle and 
Woods [21].
In addition to the weight on bit and rotary speed, 
other factors like mud properties (i.e., density and viscosity), 
hydraulics, bit type and size, formation to be drilled, and 
differential pressure are included in the new drilling model. 
These variables make the model more practical and realistic. 
Development of this drilling model will be shown in this 
chapter, which consists of two cases. The first case is the 
bearing-wear limited and the other one is the tooth-wear 
limited.
4.2 Model Development
The mathematical drilling model is a series of inter­
related equations which accept relevant drilling variables and 




The model referred to in this work consists basically 
of three relations :
1. Rate of penetration equation,
2. Rate of dulling equation, and
3. Bearing life equation.
Rate of penetration is determined by:
1. Weight on bit
2. Rotary speed
3. Bit type and size
4. Nozzles size and number
5. Drilling mud density
6. Drilling mud viscosity
7. Volumetric flow rate
8. Depth
9. Formation drillability
10. Tooth dullness, which varies during the bit run and has 
its own equation.
• The drilling rate equation presented by Young [54] 
is :
^  ^ (4-1)
dT (1 + CgD)
In order to derive the drilling rate equation the 
following parameters are defined:
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q = volumetric flow rate, gallon/min 
p = drilling fluid density, lb/gal. 
d^ = jet-nozzle diameter, inch 
u = drilling fluid viscosity, C.p.
Pjjj = drilling fluid pressure, psi
Pj = formation pressure, psi
AP = differential pressure, 10^ psi
= - ^f
= 0.052 (p) (depth) - P^ (4-2)
Reynold's number (R̂ ) = (4-3)
(i) For bit with one Jet-nozzle;
R^= 379.11 |£_ (4-4)
(ii) For bit with two-equal jet nozzle;
R^ = 189.56 gP_ (4-5)
(iii) For bit with three-equal jet nozzles;
Rg = 126.37 ^  (4-6)
(iv) For bit with three-unequal size jet nozzles;
“  '’‘< 1  + ^.2 +
The differential pressure at the bit AP is inversely 
proportional to the drilling rate [11, 12, 13]. The com­
bined effect of drilling fluid properties and hydraulics 
relate to the drilling rate through a Reynold's number 
function [15, 16, 49].
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By including the effects of differential pressure, 
drilling fluid properties, and hydraulics into (4-1), the 
new drilling rate equation is :
dF C.
dT= ^
The rate of dulling is determined by:
(a) Weight on bit
(b) Rotary speed
(c) Bit size and type
(d) Formation abrasiveness
(e) Tooth dullness
Galle and Woods [21] represented the tooth-wear rate
by (3-2) which is:
dD _ 1 R 
3t ' im
where a, R, and m were defined by (3-6), (3-7), and (3-8), 
respectively.




(c) Bearing-wear constant, which varies with the drilling 
fluid composition, solids content, and bit size and 
type.




af " ~h—  (4-8)
where :
B = Bearing-wear fraction of the bit
on = weight exponent in the bearing-wear equation
b = bearing-wear constant
The cost per foot for a single bit run is given by
the following equation:
C + (T. + T + T)
CPF = — --- - — ---    (4-9)
F
where :
Cg = bit cost, $
Cg - rig cost, $/hr 
T^ = trip time, hr
= connection time, hr 
T = rotating time, hr 
F = feet drilled, ft
The optimization problem consists of finding the 
values of the variables that are corresponding to a minimum 




^  ‘ • (1 ‘v ’
= È; (35)
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dB _ N 
dT b
At the initial condition (T = 0); 
tooth-dullness D = 0.0 and bearing-wear B = 0.0 
When the drilling time T = T, two cases are con­
sidered;
1. Bearing-wear limited; where the bearing com­
pletely damaged B = 1.0 and the tooth dullness 
D < 1.0
2. Tooth-wear limited; where the teeth are com­
pletely damaged D = 1.0 and the bearing-wear 
B < 1.0
In order to find the value of the drilling time, T, 
and the total footage, F, in the cost per foot equation 
(4-9), the previous three differential equations should be 
integrated and solved simultaneously. Two cases will be 
considered which are: bearing-wear limited and tooth-wear 
limited.
4.3 Bearinq-Wear Limitation
The life of the bit in this case is limited by the 
bearing failure. Let B be the independent variable in place 
of t. Then, two cases will be studied, these are:
4.3.1 A case where the variables N, W, p, q and are not 
constant over the entire bit run:
For n bearing-wear increments, the constants values 
of the rotary speed, weight on bit, mud density, flow rate.
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T = Z. b  —  (4-10)
i=l
where;
AB = change in bit bearing-wear
AB^ = “ ®i' B^ = 0.0 and B^^^ = 1.0 for i=l,
From (3-2), (3-6), (3-10) and (4-8);
(0.928125 + 6.0 D + 1.0) dD = 7̂X4; 19 ̂  ^  •
Integrate the above equation;
0. 309375 + 3D^ + D =     | _b— j g (4-11)
714.19 A^m \NW^^/
Afin ,
Let G = and E = ---- — -- —
714.19 GNW
Therefore (4-11) can be written as,
0.309375 + 3D^ + D = E (4-12)
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and at (i + 1) increment;
Ei+i
D =  2------------- (4-13)0.309375Df^^ + 30^+^ +1.0
Equation (4-13) can be solved by trial and error to 
get the value of the tooth dullness which is correspon­
dent to the value of (for i = 1, 2, . . . , n) .
Where;
= 0
= Dj = D when B = 1.0
^i+1 = — ^ ----------- —  (4-14)
’“ ■19 =i+i "i+i
E^ = 0, since = 0
G ^f’̂i+l i+1 - R.+i




"i+l - + ‘1. 348 X 10'9
Now two cases will be studied which are:
First: When Tooth-Wear Constant, C2 7̂ 0.0 
From (4-7), (3-2) and (3-10),
CgW^N^ kqp
^  = (1+Ĉ D) (1+ApX) (JĴ ) “  (714.19 a dB) (4-15)
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For simplicity let:
(1) M = (4-16)
(2) Q = log (kgpj
n'
(3) V =








= G(M\, N̂ )
Substitute (4-16, 17, 18, 19) in (4-15);
dF = (714.19) GMQV dD
and from (3-6), then
(4-20)
dF = 714.19 GMQV('̂ : 928125 D._̂ +_6̂ _0 D + 1.0̂  dD (4-21)
Integrating (4-21) between two incremental tooth 
dullness,
F = 714.19 GMQV 0.928125
-(l+CgD^+i)" 2 (l+CgDi+i) 1 In
2 c:





i ' ] + 6.0
D-
e- 6.0| i - ^  Infl+CgD^) =2 =2 + 1_ In (l+CgD^+i)
- 1_ In (1 + C-D.) 
(=2
(4-22)
For n bearing-wear increments the total footage will be: 
n
,.19 ^F = 714 Gi+1 “i+1 Qi+1 V.+i <0.928125
i=l
,(l+C2°i+l'̂ - (l+C2Dil̂. - ,2(l+C2Di+l>-2<l+=2°i>
r a  ’ ‘ 2
6.0
1 . In ,̂ '̂ 2̂°i+l,
=2 l+C2Di
(4-23)
Equation (4-23) is the general form of the total 
footage, F, for bearing-wear limited case when C2 7̂ 0.0 and 
the variables N, W, q, p, and u are changing with time.
Second; When Tooth-Wear Constant, C^ = 0.0 
This is a case that implies that the initial drilling 
rate (new-bit) is equal to the final drilling rate (used bit). 
This can usually happen for insert bits and diamond bits.
From Eq. (4-7), (4-16), (4-17), and (4-18),
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For Cg = 0
dF = MQV dT (4-24)
From (3-2) and (3-10), then
dT = 714.19 Ga dD (4-25)
Substitute (4-25) into (4-24)
dF = GMQV (714.19 a dD) (4-26)
Integrating (4-26)
(o. .3 , ^_2 , „\°i+lF = 714.19 GMQV (0 309375D + 3D^ + (4-27)
For n bearing-wear increments; the total footage will be: 
n
P = 714.19 2  =1+1 «1+1 Oi+1 Vl+1 [0.309375 (d|^i-d|) + 3
2 2 1 (Df^l-D^)+ADiJ (4-28)
4.3.2 A case when all the six variables (N, W, q, p, d^ &
y) are held constant over the entire bit run:




but ^  = Bg = 1.0 for bearing-wear limited and
i=l for variables are held
Thus ;
constant.
T = — —  (4-29)
From (4-13) ,
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= 0.309375 d J + 3Dg + 1.0
(4-30)
Where;
Dg — D (B — 1.0)




Two cases will be studied which are:
First: When Tooth-Wear Constant, C2 7̂ 0.0
From (4-21) ,
dF = 714.19 GMQV(— t. .̂-.OD + 1.0  ̂ dD
Integrate the above equation for D from 0.0 to Dg. 
The total footage will be:
F = 714.19 GMQV 0.928125 (l+CzDg) 2 (l+C2Dg) +  1  la2 c;
(l+CgDg) + 3
2
+ 6.0 r Df - 1 ln(l+C,D-)l
1_ ln(l+C_Df)
Second: When Tooth-Wear Constant, C2 = 0.0
From (4-7), (4-16), (4-17);
(4-33)
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For = 0.0 
dF = MQV dT
From (3-2) and (3-10), then 
dF = GMQV (714.19a) dD 
but a = 0.928125 + 6D+1.0
Integrating for D from 0.0 to Dg.
Therefore the total footage, F is:
F = 714.19 GMQV (0.309375 D|+3Dg+Dg) (4-34)
4.4 Tooth-Wear Limitation
The life of the bit in this case is limited by the 
tooth-wearing failure. Let D be the independent variable in 
place of t. Two cases will be studied, these are:
4.4.1 A case where the variables N, W, p, q, and y are not 
constant over the entire bit run:
For n tooth-wear increments, the constant value of 
the rotary speed, weight on bit, mid density, flow rate, and 
mud viscosity during the i increment are Ng, W^, p^, q^, 
and ug, respectively.
From (3-2), (3-6), and (3.10),
(0.928125 + 6.0D + 1.0) dD =
Integrating the above equation;
T = 714.19 G ^0.309375 + 3.0D + D j
At i ^  increment, where i = 1, . . . . , n;
= 714.19 Gg^^ [ 0.309375 (Di+i'D?) + 3.0(D?^^-D^)
+ (Di+i-Dg) ] (4-35)
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is;
For n tooth-wear increments, the total rotating time 
n n
’’ = 1 9 ^  Si+l [o. 309375 (d |^ ĵ -d |)






B = ^i+l^i+1 T i+1 b i+1 (4-37)
where;
=  0
= Bg = B (D = 1.0)
Therefore;
n
Final bearing-wear (Bg) = 1 ^  ^i+l ^i+1 “̂i+1 (4-38)
i=l
Two cases will be studied which are:
First: When Tooth-Wear Constant, ^  0.0
The total footage is the same as in Section 4.3 
(i.e., bearing-wear limitation case), which is given 
by:
n








l+C2Dj^.i 1 ^  In l+C^Dj+l ( (4-39)
C2 ( I+C2D. )
Second ; When Tooth-Wear Constant, C2 = 0.0
When C2 = 0.0, the total footage, F, is the same as
in Section 4.3 (i.e.: bearing-wear limitation case).
which is given by: 
n
F = 714.19 ^  Gi^l «1+1 Qi+1 ’i+1 [0.309375 (d|^^
i=l
- D?) +3.0(D?+i - D?) + AD^j (4-40)
4.4.2 A case when all the six variables (N, W, p, q, & y)
are held constant over the entire bit run:
From (4-36) , 
n
T = 714.19G ^  [0.309375 (d|^j_ - d|) +3.0(D?+i - D?)+ AdJ
(4-41)
but for constant variables over the entire bit run; 
n






I>i+1 - D? . Df = 1.0
°i+l - = Df = 1-0
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Thus; the final (total) rotating time, T is;
T = 3077.71 G (4-42)
From (4-38) , the final (total) bearing-wear, 
is:
Bg = 1 (NW^^)T 
b
(4-43)
Two cases will be studied which are:
First: When Tooth Wear Constant, C^ f  0.0 
From (4-21),
dF = GMQV 714.19 (0.928125 D + 6.0 D + 1.01 + CgD ) dD
Integrating the above equation between D = 0.0 to Dg 
in the same way as in Section 4.3. Therefore;
F = 714.19 GMQV | 0.928125 |’(̂ '*'̂ 2°f)̂  .- 2(^^^2"f)
I ^2C| C3
1 In (1+C-D.) + 3.0 1 + 6.0 r ° f  - 1 In (1+C_D.) 1
^  Lc; g  2 f j
rl+C.,D,
+ 1 In (1+C^D.J
D- = 1.0 for tooth-wear limited case. Therefore;
F = 714.19 GMQV [-1+C.,v 2 1+C.0.928125 (̂ 122) ̂  - 2 C^^2) + 12C;
In (l+Cg) + 3 ^ ]  + 6.o[̂  1_ - 1_ In (l+Cg)^
2c:
+ 1_ In (1+C-) (4-44)
Second; When Tooth-Wear Constant, C^ = 0.0
From (4-21) for C^ = 0.0,
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dF = 714.19 GMQV (0.928125 + 6.0 D + 1.0) dD
Integrating the above equation for D from 0.0 to D^;
F = 714.19 GMQV (0.309375 d| + + D̂ )
Dg = 1.0 for tooth-wear limited case. Therefore;
F = 3078 GMQV (4-45)
Now the optimization problem consists of finding the 
values of the variables that are corresponding to a minimum 
value for CPF without constraints. Thus, the problem will be:
Minimize CPF = Cg + C^ (T̂  + T^ + T)
F
Where the variables T and F can be represented by different 
equations as follows :
For Bearing-wear limitation:
(i) the six parameters are not constant;
T is given by (4-10)
F is given by (4-23) when C2 f  0.0
F is given by (4-28) when C2 = 0.0
(ii) the six parameters are held constant;
T is given by (4-29)
F is given by (4-33) when C2 7̂ 0.0
F is given by (4-34) when C2 = 0.0
For Tooth-Wear Limitation:
(i) the six parameters are not constant;
T is given by (4-36)
F is given by (4-39) when C2 ^  0.0
F is given by (4-40) when C2 = 0.0
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(ii) the six parameters are held constant;
T is given by (4-42)
F is given by (4-44) when C2 f  0.0
F is given by (4-45) when = 0.0
CHAPTER 5
DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE
5.1 Introduction
There are several techniques available which can be 
used to find the optimum solution for a certain non-linear 
problems. The techniques are dependent on the type of the 
problem itself, the number of decision variables, the degree 
of complexity of the objective function, and whether the 
problem is constrained or unconstrained.
The basic concepts of the non-linear programming 
techniques and the descriptions of the search methods with 
the emphasis on the Hooke and Jeeves method will be seen in 
this chapter.
5.2 Basic Concepts
Basically an optimization problem consists of: (1) a
decision variables which are the actual field variables to be 
optimized, (2) an objective function which is a mathematical 
function involving the decision variable, and (3) a set of 
constraints which can be represented as an equation or 
inequalities.
For a non-linear problem, the objective function is
a non-linear function of the decision variables and the
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constraints could be linear or non-linear equations and 
inequalities. A general example of non-linear problem is : 
Optimize f(X)
Subject to
Hj (X) = 0 j = 1, 2, . . . .,M
(%) < 0 k = 1, 2, . . . .,M
X =  (X^fXg, . . . .,x̂ )
Where f , G ,  . . . ., - • . . are functions defined
on E ,̂ X is a subset of Ê . A feasible solution to the non­
linear problem is the solution vector X which satisfies all 
sets of the constraints. The local optimum solution is one 
which yields to a local minimum (or maximum) value for f (X) 
and the global optimum solution is the best optimizing 
solution.
5.3 A Search Method
The mathematical drilling model which has been devel­
oped in Chapter 4 is a non-linear programming problem due to 
the non-linearity of the objective function. The decision 
variables are: the rotary speed N, weight on bit W, drilling 
fluid density p, volumetric flow rate q , jet nozzle diameter 
d̂ , and fluid viscosity u. The problem will be to minimize 
the drilling cost (CPF in $/foot) or to maximize the total 
footage drilled by the bit F.
The unconstrained optimization techniques using deri­
vatives have been eliminated from this study due to the
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complexity in deriving the gradient and the Hessian matrix 
of the objective function.
The method of Hooke and Jeeves [9] has been modified 
to accommodate an acceleration technique using a Fibonacci 
line search and have been selected for solving the uncon­
strained multidimensional non-linear drilling model.
The Fibonacci search algorithm is very effective in 
dealing with univariate non-linear functions that are assumed 
to be unimodal. Generally, the univariate search methods can 
be used in multi-variable optimization through successive 
perturbations of each decision variable. For an N-variables 
optimization problem, the procedure is to fix N-1 variables 
at a selective value, and search over the N—  decision vari­
able a maximizing (or minimizing) solution is found with 
respect to that one variable. The procedure is then repeated 
by choosing one of the original fixed N-1 variables as a 
decision variable and finding a new optimal solution. The 
procedure is repeated until no change in any variable will 
bring about an improvement in the current value of the objec­
tive function. The Fibonacci line search method has been 
explained in Appendix C.
The Hooke-Jeeves method performs two types of search.
The first is an exploratory search which serves to establish 
a direction of improvement, and the second is a pattern search 
which extracts the current solution vector to another point in 
the solution space. Figure (5-1) shows the first two iterations 
of Hooke and Jeeves method. By knowing the starting point X ,̂
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the exploratory search along the coordinate directions produces 
the point Then the pattern search along the direction
(X2-X1) produces the point Y. From point Y exploratory search 
starting again along the coordinate directions which produce 
point Xj. The next pattern search is along the direction (X^- 
X^ ) r yielding Y', thus the process is repeated. The coordinate 
directions are designated by d^, d^ . . d^, where n is the
number of decision variables. Therefore, we have six coordinate 
directions (d̂ . . . .dg) according to the mathematical drilling 
model. The algorithm of the method Hooke and Jeeves using line 
search is presented in Appendix C.
Pattern 
se arc
Exploratory search along the 
coordinate axesX
Figure (5-1). Illustration of the Method of Hooke and Jeeves.
CHAPTER 6
APPLICATIONS OF THE OPTIMIZATION MODEL
6.1 Introduction
Mainly, this optimization technique has been designed 
to be applicable in the oil fields. To verify the applica­
bility of this technique, a set of bit records for different 
wells in different locations has been provided by the "Secur­
ity Division-Dresser Industries, Inc." These data are given 
in Appendix D [Table (D-12)].
Well number 1, which was drilled in Caddo County, 
Oklahoma, has been chosen to verify the results of this 
research. All the required information are plainly shown in 
the Security bit record [Table (D-12)]. The depth of this 
well is 10,050 feet, which took eleven bit runs to reach.
The types of formations which are encountered during 
the drilling operations are: soft, medium, hard, and extra 
hard. The rock bits are classified in the light of the for­
mation's type to be drilled. Table (D-7) shows all the bits 
types, which are recommended for ttie corresponding formation 
type, according to Security company classification.
Table (D-8) explains the Security rock bit comparison 
chart. This chart is used to find the Hughes, Reed, or Smith
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rock bits, which are equivalent to the Security rock bits 
for the different types of formation.
The two major bits classifications are the steel 
milled tooth rock bits and the tungsten carbide insert bits. 
Each of these classifications contains several types of rock 
bits according to the type of formation.
Table (D-9) shows the price of the rock bits, which 
is released by the Security company, effective May 1, 19 79.
The price (in U.S. dollars) depends on the type and the size 
of the bit itself.
In this section, the optimization is performed for 
well number 1.
The specification of the mud pump, which is given in 
the Security bit record, is used to find the volumetric flow 
rate of the drilling fluid (q in gallon/minute) . These speci­
fications are: the linear size D, the pump speed N, and the 
mud pressure. The type of the pump is a duplex one. National 
of model K-380. Tables (D-10) and (D-11) show the specifica­
tion of four manufacturer pumps companies. The maximum dis­
charge pressure, the stroke length S, the input horsepower 
required, and the maximum pump speed can all be determined 
through tables (D-10) and (D-11) according to the type of the 
pump. The volumetric flow rate of the drilling fluid in 
gallon/minute can be calculated through the following equationi 
q = 0.00679 SN (2D)  ̂e (6-1)
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where;
q = Volumetric flow rate, gal/min 
S = Stroke length, inch 
N = Punç> speed, spm 
D = Linear size, inch
e = Volumetric efficiency (commonly taken as 90% for 
power or 85% for steam pump)
From (6-1) the mud puirç), which is used for well no. 1, 
is operated at volumetric flow rate q = 269 gal/min, while 
the maximum flow rate attainable from this pump is 362 gal/ 
min.
The drilling cost in dollars per foot can be calcu­
lated using (4-9). The cost of the bit Cg can be determined 
from Table (D-9), while the rig cost Cp can be determined by 
knowing the daily renting cost of the rig. This daily rent­
ing cost is changing with depth, location, contractor company,
and the rig facilities required. The approximate daily cost 
of the rig is reported by the contractor is:
For rig of 7,000 ft depth = 3,600 $/day 
For rig of 10,000 ft depth = 4,000 $/day
For rig of 15,000 ft depth = 4,600 $/day
For well no. 1, the rig cost will be 191.667 $/hr. The con­
nection time T^ is usually about 5-8 minute/connection. The 
average connection length is about 90 feet. Finally the 
trip time T^ is about 1.5 hours/1,000 feet depth.
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6 . 2  Analysis of Drilling Condition in Practice
Well No. 1 drilled in Caddo County, Oklahoma, is 
selected to do all the analysis on. All the required infor­
mation are given in Security bit record [Table (D-12)].
Table (6-1) shows the bit size and type, the footage 
drilled and time required, the weight on bit, the rotary 
speed, the mud properties (density and viscosity), the volu­
metric flow rate, the bit cost, the rig cost, the trip and 
connection time, and finally the drilling cost for the eleven 
bit runs (intervals). Usually, the drilling companies use 
the Galle and Woods model to find the best value for the 
drilling parameters. As mentioned before, this model con­
siders only the weight on bit and the rotary speed. There­
fore, the values of weight on bit W and rotary speed N shown 
in Table (6-1) are considered to be the best values to give 
the maximum penetration rate or the minimum drilling cost 
according to Galle and Woods model.
The type of the bit is selected according to the type 
of the formation to be drilled. Table (6-2) shows the type 
of the formation which has been drilled at each interval by 
the corresponding bit.
The driller kept the same flow rate value of 269 gal/ 
min throughout all the runs. This is his best guess for the 
necessary flow rate which can clean the bit and the formation 
beneath it and can also carry out the cuttings up to the 
surface.
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Table 6-2 
Well No. 1; Formation and Bit Types
Run No.
Interval
ft Bit Type Formation Type Company
1 1,040 0SC-3A (Milled Tooth) 
Standard
Soft formation Hughes
2 2,692 X 3A (Milled Tooth) 
Sealed bearing
I I I I
3 3,376 X 3A (Milled Tooth) 
Sealed bearing
II I I





5 7,329 F-3 (Insert) 
Friction-bearing
I I Smith
6 7,921 J-3 3 (Insert) 
Friction-bearing
II I I





8 9,281 J-44 (Insert) 
Friction-bearing
M II
9 9,397 F-4 (Insert) 
Friction-bearing
I I II
10 9,717 J-44 (Insert) 
Friction-bearing
II I I





The pressure gradient for an Oklahoma formation is 
about 0.433 psi/ft. Usually, the drillers use water, which 
has a density of 8.33 lb/gal, as drilling fluid for the shal­
low zones. As the depth of the formation increases, the 
density of the drilling fluid is increased in order to con­
trol the down hole formation pressure. From Table (6-1) the 
density has been increased from fresh water of 8.33 lb/gal 
for bit runs one and two, to a dense mud of more than 9.0 
lb/gal for bit runs 3 through 11.
The trip time and connection time increased as the 
depth of the formation drilled increases.
The drilling cost in dollars per foot has been cal­
culated for each interval using equation (4-9). These are 
the best drilling costs the driller can get according to 
Galle and Woods model in addition to crew experience and 
efficiency.
The drilling data that are given in Table (6-1) can 
be used to find the corresponding constants which are used 
to solve the new non-linear drilling model. Appendix B shows 
the mathematical procedures to calculate these constants.
In the next section the effect of using the optimization 
algorithm on the drilling parameters of the new model will 
be given. Also the difference in the drilling rate and drill­
ing cost will be considered.
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6.3 Analysis of Drilling Condition in Practice (Optimized)
The method of Hooke and Jeeves using Fibonacci line- 
sear ch has been used to find the optimum solution for the newly 
developed non-linear mathematical drilling model which has been 
derived in Chapter 4. The best combination of the six decision 
variables leads to the maximum penetration rate and then to the 
minimum drilling cost.
Table (6-3) shows the necessary input data, which are 
required to perform the optimization procedure, for the eleven 
bit runs of well number one. Determination of the constants 
given in Table (6-3) are explained in Appendix B. Table (6-4) 
shows all the results of the optimum solution for the eleven 
bit runs.
The values of the rotary speed N from the optimum 
solution are higher than the values used in the field by the 
Security company for the eleven bit runs. This increase in the 
rotary speed helps the bit to drill faster and gives a higher 
penetration rate especially in the soft and medium soft forma­
tions. However, there are some factors which limit the values 
of the rotary speed such as; the failure that occurs in the 
bit (either in the teeth or in the bearing), the other six 
decision variables, and the size of the rotary table to offer 
such a speed. The values of the rotary speed from the optimum 
solution are within the practical and reasonable limits.
The weight on bit should be enough to break down the 
formation. A very high weight on the bit may cause an early
Table 6-3
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failure of the bit, while a low weight on the bit may cause 
the bit to drill in the same vicinity without any progress 
down hole. The values of the weight on bit W from the opti­
mum solution for the eleven bit runs are higher than the 
values used in the field by Security conpany (from 35,000 to 
50,000 lb) in order to get better penetration rate. But 
these values are within the practical average range, which 
are attainable in the field.
The optimum solution gave a higher value for the 
weight on bit and rotary speed than those used by Security 
company, and leads to a faster penetration of the formation 
to be drilled. Therefore, a sufficient volumetric flow rate 
of the drilling fluid is required in order to clean the bit 
teeth and cones along with the formation underneath and also 
to carry out the cuttings which have been generated. For 
these reasons, the values of q are increased in the optimum 
solution (from 269 to 300 gal/min). These values should not 
be higher than the maximum rate attainable from the pump 
which depends on the type and size of the pump used in the
field during the drilling operation.
There is a small difference in the drilling fluid
properties (i.e., density p and viscosity y) between those
obtained from the optimum solution and those which have been 
already used by Security company for all the eleven bit runs.
Selecting the proper type of bit will improve the 
penetration rate. For all the eleven intervals, the bits are
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chosen to have a three jet nozzle. The jet flow from these 
nozzles is very helpful in the drilling operation. According 
to the new drilling model, the optimization technique decreases 
the size of these nozzles in order to help improve the pene­
tration rate by cleaning the bit teeth and exerting a high 
pressure flow jet of the drilling fluid onto the formation 
under action. Practically, the size of the jet nozzles are 
controlled by the contractor limits. A jet nozzle size equal 
to 8/32" is the smallest size that can be used in the field 
in order to avoid plugging the nozzle by the drilling fluid 
additives and solids content. Also the optimum solution 
shows that a bit with three equal jet nozzles will give 
better results.
Failure of bits to do their jobs is either due to 
tooth dullness or due to bearing wear, whichever takes place 
first. Table (6-4) shows that either the final bearing wear 
parameter or the final tooth dullness is equal to 
unity. If the parameter = 1.0, this means that the bear­
ing of the bit is completely damaged and if the parameter 
Dg = 1.0 which means that the teeth of the bit are worn out.
The total footage F which is drilled by one bit and 
the total time required to drill it have been computed and 
tabulated in Table (6-4). These F and T values are corre­
sponding to the optimum solution (i.e., best combination of 
the six decision variables) which lead to the best penetra­
tion rate and then to the best drilling cost. For the first
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interval the solution of the new model shows that one bit is 
more than enough to drill the footage of this interval drilled 
by the Security coitçjany. This is true also for intervals two 
and three. But for interval four (and some others) the opti­
mum solution shows that the footage drilled by one bit is 
not enough for this interval. Thus, another bit should be 
run to complete the remaining footage. These two cases are 
shown in the comparison Table (6-5).
The optimum solution of the six decision variables 
lead to a better penetration rate R. It is clearly shown in 
Table (6-5) that R from the optimum solution is much better 
than R which was reached by the Security company. Since the 
drilling cost CPF is inversely proportional to the drilling 
rate R, therefore, the drilling cost will decrease notice­
ably. The last column of Table (6-5) shows the percentage 
improvement in the drilling cost after using the optimiza­
tion technique to control the drilling parameters.
The total drilling cost of well number one as drilled 
by the Security company is equal to 164,532 dollars, while 
the total drilling cost of the same well after using the 
optimization technique is equal to 121,918 dollars. Thus, 
this new model helps in saving about 42,614 dollars just in 
one well. Therefore, the next wells to drill in the same 
area where well No. 1 has been drilled should be optimized 
by this technique for a greater saving. The method will be 
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Figure (6-1) shows the optimum time T* to pull the 
bit out of the hole for bit run number one. As shown in 
Table (6-4) the bearing of the bit is completely worn out
while about half of the bit teeth are damaged at the optimum
time. Figure (6-2) shows the optimum time T* for bit run
number two at which the bit teeth are completely worn out
and about 75 percent of the bit bearing is damaged. The 
optimum time T* yields a maximum footage drilled by the bit 
and a minimum cost of drilling. These figures can be 
repeated for the other nine bit runs, which show the footage 
drilled by each bit and the drilling cost when the bits are 
to be pulled out of the hole before reaching the optimum 
time.
Figure 6-1 
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CHAPTER 7 
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL
7.1 Introduction
All the sensitivity analysis shown in this chapter 
have been done for bit run number one of well number one. 
These analysis will be the same for the rest of the ten bit 
runs of well number one. The effect of changing one of the 
six decision variables on the penetration rate and the 
drilling cost will be studied in this chapter. These effects 
are: the effect of the drilling fluid properties, the effect
of the drilling fluid volumetric flow rate, the effect of the 
weight on bit, the effect of the rotary speed, and the effect 
of the jet-nozzle diameter. Also the comparison between the 
Hooke and Jeeves search technique and other optimization 
techniques will be presented.
7.2 Effect of Drilling Fluid Properties on Penetration Rate 
and Drilling Cost
The drilling fluid density has a direct effect on the 
rate of penetration. The best rate of penetration can be 
attained by using air which has a low density. Drilling with 
water gives better penetration rate than drilling with mud.
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The drilling fluid density is related to the penetration 
rate mainly through the effect of the differential pressure 
which is the difference between the mud column pressure and 
the formation pressure. As the differential pressure posi­
tively increases the. penetration rate decreases. The pene­
tration rate increases if the formation pressure is greater 
than the fluid column pressure. One must make sure not to 
let the formation pressure become greater than the fluid 
column pressure in order to avoid a possible blowout. So the 
least we can do, is to equalize the column pressure with the 
formation pressure (i.e., zero differential pressure) so that 
we could get the best drilling rate. Figure (7-1) shows the 
effect of the increase in the drilling fluid density from 
fresh water of 8.34 lb/gal to a dense mud of about 15 lb/gal, 
on the penetration rate and the effect of the increase in 
density on the drilling cost while all the other decision 
variables are kept constant for run number 1. These data agree 
with Eckel [151 and Kock [28].
Figures (7-2) shows the effect of a positive increase 
in the differential pressure on the penetration rate and the 
drilling cost for run number one. It is clear that the 
drilling rate drops sharply as the fluid density increases 
or when the differential pressure increases positively.
This inverse relation between the differential pressure and 
the drilling rate has been mentioned and discussed very well 
by many authors [8, 12, 13, 15, & 41]. On the other hand, the
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Figure 7-1
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drilling cost in $/ft increases as the drilling fluid density 
increases or when the differential pressure increases posi­
tively. This cost-pressure relation is shown in Figure (7-2).
The fluid viscosity has an inverse effect on the 
penetration rate. As the viscosity of the drilling fluid 
increases from fresh water to a viscous of drilling mud, the 
rate of penetration drops quickly. This relation between 
the viscosity and the drilling rate agrees with the work of 
Eckel [15], Lummus [31], Walker [49] and Kock [28]. The 
effect of viscosity on the penetration rate and drilling cost 
is shown in Figures (7-3).
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Figure 7-3
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7.3 Effect of the Volumetric Flow Rate on the Penetration 
Rate and the Drilling Cost
The volumetric flow rate of the drilling fluid is 
related to the penetration rate through the Reynold's number 
equation. This relation is a reflection of the relation 
between the drilling rate and the hydraulics. As the flow 
rate increases, the penetration rate increases. This increase 
in the penetration rate is due to good and rapid cleaning of 
the formation beneath the rock bit and also to good cleaning 
and lubrication of the bit's teeth and cones. Good and rapid 
cleaning of the formation prevents the accumulation of the 
cuttings beneath the bit's teeth and also prevents the pro­
cess of drilling and grinding these cuttings again and again.
In the oil fields, drillers choices are determined 
by the type of pumps available to them. Accordingly, the 
drillers cannot raise the volumetric flow rate above the 
maximum flow rate of the pump used. This maximum value 
depends on the size and type of the pump. Figure (7-4) shows 
the effect of the increase in the volumetric flow rate on the 
penetration rate and the drilling cost. It is clear, there­
fore, that the drilling cost ($/ft) drops as the flow rate 
increases. The flow rate— penetration rate and the flow rate 
— drilling cost relationships agree with the work of Eckel 
[161, Murphy [381 and Eckel [151.
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Figure 7-4












7.4 Effect of Weight-on-Bit on the Penetration Rate and the 
Drilling Cost
Figure (7-5) shows the effect of increasing the bit 
weight on the penetration rate and the drilling cost while 
keeping all the other variables unchanged. These relation­
ships agree with that of Edwards [17], Speer [47] and 
Feenstra [19]. If weight on bit is increased, drilling rate 
increases until a rate is reached at which hydraulics are 
not sufficient to remove generated cuttings. This point is 
referred to as the "flounder" or "ball-up" point. Further 
weight increases may actually result in a reduction in drill­
ing rate.
At low bit weight, the cost per foot decreases until 
some minimum value is reached. More weight increases drives 
costs up. This minimum value is dependent on the nature of 
formation drilled, and the values of the other decision 
variables. There is a combination of weight on bit and all 
the other decision variables that yields a lower cost than 
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7.5 Effect of Rotary Speed on the Penetration Rate and the 
Drilling Cost
Figure (7-6) shows the effect of the increase in 
the rotary speed on the penetration rate and the drilling 
cost per foot while keeping all the other decision variables 
unchanged. These effects agree with results in [17, 19, 47]. 
If the rotary speed is increased, the drilling rate increases. 
The response of drilling rate to the increase in rotary speed 
is less than linear as shown in Figure (7-6). This response 
will vary according to formation type.
At low rotary speed, the cost per foot decreases 
until some minimum value is reached. Further rotary speed 
increases cause costs to go up. This minimum value is depen­
dent on the type of formation drilled, and the values of 
other decision variables. There is a combination of rotary 
speed and all the other decision variables that yields a 
lower cost than any other combination which is the optimum 
solution for the non-linear programming.
Figure 7-6
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7.6 Effect of Jet-Nozzle Diameter on the Penetration Rate 
and the Drilling Cost
Figure (7-7) shows the effect of the increase in 
the size of the jet-nozzle diameter on the penetration rate 
and the drilling cost. This relation agrees with Eckel [16]. 
In this study, a bit with three equal jet-nozzles have been 
used. If the jet-nozzle diameter is increased, the drilling 
rate decreases. On the other hand, if the jet nozzle diam­
eter is increased, the drilling cost increases. The jet 
flow of the drilling fluid through the bit jet-nozzles, is 
very helpful in the drilling process due to jet pressure 
exerted into the formation, and to the jet flow which clean 
and carry the cuttings away as soon as they were generated.
The effect of changing the number of jet-nozzles of 
the bit on the drilling cost and rate is considered in this 
section together with the effect of unequal size jet-nozzles. 
Table (7-1) shows all above mentioned effects for run number 
one. The improvement in the drilling cost increases as the 
number of the jet-nozzles decreases. Thus, the best drill­
ing cost one could get is through the use of a bit with one 
jet-nozzle which is case (5) in Table (7-1).
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Figure 7-7
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Table (7-1)














% Change in CPF 
over case (1)
Case (1) : 3-Equal Jet Nozzles
Re = 126.371 qp 
dnp
8 8 8 2339.14 240.11 1.486 -
Case (2) ;
Re =
3-Unequal Jet Nozzles 
379.11 qp
M( dn ĵ +idn̂ +dn̂  )
8 9 8 2332.3 239.41 1.491 0.335*
Case (3).: 2-Equal Jet Nozzles 
Re = 189.56 qp
8 8 — 2405.94 246.97 1.445 2.759**
Case (4) : 2-Unequal Jet Nozzles
Re = 379.11 qp
(dn^+dng^P
8 9 2387.0 245.03 1.457 1.952**
Case (5) : One Jet Nozzle
Re = 379.11 qp 
dnJJL
8 2520.1 258.68 1.380 7.133**
* disimprovement in CPF. 
** improvement in CPF. 00
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7.7 Comparison of the Hooke and Jeeves Search MetJiod with 
Other Optimization Methods
The comparison in this section is between the method 
of Hooke and Jeeves using Fibonacci line search and the 
following two methods :
1. Hooke and Jeeves [9, 23] method which is usually used to 
find the optimum solution for a multi-variable, unconstrained 
non-linear function without using derivatives.
2. The Rosenbrock method [9, 46] which is usually used to 
find the optimum solution for a multi-variable, unconstrained 
non-linear function without using derivatives.
In the previous two methods, the procedure assumes a 
unimodal function; therefore, several sets of starting values 
for the independent variables should be used if it is known 
that more than one minimum (maximum) exists or if the shape 
of the surface is unknown.
In evaluating most of the non-linear optimization 
techniques available, it would be hard to say which is better 
than the other. There are several factors which should be 
taken into account while evaluating each technique. These 
factors are: the objective function, the initial values, the 
number of function evaluations required to reach the optimum 
solution, the CPU time on computer, and finally the optimum 
solution of the problem itself. Table (7-2) shows the dif­
ference in the optimum solution which is reached by the three 
different techniques, and also shows how much improvement in
Table (7--2)
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cost/foot we can get by switching from the Rosenbrock or 
Hooke and Jeeves methods to the method of Hooke and Jeeves 
using Fibonacci line search. Usually, the search method is 
faster and more effective than the discrete method, due to 
its ability to change the search directions faster.
Since the method of Hooke and Jeeves using Fibonacci 
line search gives better drilling cost results compared with 
the other two methods, it has been selected as the solution 
procedure to solve the non-linear mathematical drilling 
model.
Table (7-3) shows the effect of changing the start­
ing points for run number one. The starting points have 
direct effect.on arriving to an optimum solution, on the 
required computer time, and on the number of function eval­
uations. For the Rosenbrock and discrete Hooke and Jeeves 
methods (if the starting points are chosen far away from 
the optimum solution, such as the sets No. one and three in 
Table (7-3) , a longer computer time would be required to 
reach a solution, which is actually not the optimum solution) . 
For the method of Hooke and Jeeves, using Fibonacci line 
search, the optimum solution has been reached through differ­
ent starting points, but with varying computer time. For the 
starting points #2, which is close to optimum, the optimum 
solution could be reached in the shortest possible computer 
time.
Table (7-3)
Effect of Changing the Starting Points
Starting
Points Optimization N
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N=120 Rosenbrock 120.20 20.20 8.34 269.20 12 .99 3453.8 39.343 .606 2.649 80 8.01H=20
/> =8.34 Discrete 126.1 28.80 8.340 277.8 9 .120 2378.577 22.028 0.482 2.452 463 14.06q=269 II & J
dn=.375 Search 126.43 50.0 8.34 350.0 8 1.00 2320.98 9.604 .414 1.487 49 8:59.67II & J
(3)
H=160 Rosenbrock 160.12 40.20 12.99 200.20 14 4.99 1281.73 10.52 .508 2.829 80 0:7.91W=40
P =13 Discrete 163.399 43.799 11.279 217.19 13 3.279 1410.69 9.064 .500 2.372 1008 19.91
q=ZOO II & J
dn=.75 Search 126.43 50.0 8.34 350.0 8 1.0 2320.99 9.604 .414 1.487 98 7:35.64P=5.0 II & J COto
CHAPTER 8
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND FUTURE WORK
8.1 Summary
The drilling models developed in the past years by 
so many drilling experts are restricted by different limits 
and assumptions. They related the penetration rate only to 
the weight on bit and rotary speed assuming that all the other 
factors are well chosen. This is the main reason for the 
development of a new mathematical non-linear drilling model 
which includes the effect of six variables on the penetration 
rate and, then, on the drilling cost. Beside the weight on bit 
and rotary speed, the other four variables are: the drilling
fluid density, the drilling fluid viscosity, the drilling fluid 
rate, and the jet-nozzle diameter.
Many optimization techniques have been tested in order 
to find the best solution for the drilling model (i.e., the 
best combination of the six decision variables to give maximum 
penetration rate or minimum drilling cost) . Among these 
optimization techniques, the method of Hooke and Jeeves using 





1. For the first time a new drilling mathematical 
model has been developed that reflects the effect of the 
following variables: weight on bit, rotary speed, bit type 
and size, drilling fluid properties, hydraulics, differential 
pressure at the bit nozzles, formation to be drilled, round 
trip time, and connection time on the drilling rate and, 
then, on the drilling cost.
2. From a practical viewpoint there are several 
restrictions which limit the feasible region of the objec­
tive function, such as the maximum rotary speed obtained 
from the draw-work, the maximum weight exerted on the bit, 
the maximum volumetric flow rate attained from the pump, and 
the sizes of the drilling bit jet nozzles.
3. With the above mentioned restrictions, the opti­
mum solution to the non-linear multi-variable drilling cost 
function (i.e., minimizing the drilling cost in $/ft) using 
the Hooke and Jeeves search method, is more economical and 
realistic than solutions offered by other optimization tech­
niques .
4. The main application of this new technique of 
optimization is mainly in the oil and gas fields. After 
drilling the first test well in a certain area of the oil or 
gas field, the next wells to be drilled in the same area 
should be optimized in order to get the minimum drilling cost.
5. The drilling companies could save thousands of 
dollars on one well and perhaps millions on one field.
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6. Basically, the new mathematical drilling model 
consists of two cases: the first is the case when the deci­
sion variables change with time, and the second is the case 
when all the decision variables are held constant over the 
entire bit run.
7. Uusally, there is a lack of field data available 
for the case when the decision variables varied with time. 
Therefore, there is a need for field data which gives the 
number of increments for each bit run, the values of the 
decision variables for each increment, the change in the bit 
teeth and bearing at each increment, and finally the total 
footage drilled and time required for each increment.
8. The bit records data offered by the Security 
company, are for the case where the decision variables are 
held constant.
9. For run number one (the formation is soft), it 
was found that the second case of optimization (i.e., when 
the decision variables are held constant over the entire 
bit run) offered very little advantage over the first case 
of optimization (i.e., when the decision variables are vary­
ing with time). Therefore, for bit run No. 1, it is prefer­
able to hold all the decision variables unchanged over the 
entire bit run.
8.3 Future Work
It is recommended that a drilling conç>any should 
perform certain tests which are necessary for the optimization
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procedure during the drilling operations, from which the 
rotary speed exponent Z, the weight exponent Y, and other 
constants (as shown in Appendix B) can be determined.
It is also recommended for future work that experi­
mental work, using a simulated drilling rig, should be con­
ducted in order to study the effect of some additional 
controllable variables (such as the down-hole temperature 
and the hole problems) on the drilling rate and drilling 
cost. The change in the down-hole temperature, expecially 
in geothermal wells, has a direct effect on the drilling 
fluid properties (such as density, viscosity, and gel-strength) 
and on the drilling bit and pipes. Therefore, the temper­




Ag = formation abrasiveness factor 
a = function of tooth dullness D
= 0.928125 + 6.0 D + 1.0
b = bearing-wear constant 
B = bearing-wear fraction of the bit 
Bg = final bearing-wear 
Cj = formation driliability factor 
C2 = tooth-wear parameter 
Cg = bit cost, $
Cg = rig cost, $/hr
CPF = drilling cost, $/ft
Cn = weight exponent in the bearing-wear equation
D = tooth-wear fraction
Dg = final tooth-wear
d^ = jet-nozzle diameter, inch 
b BE =
714.19 GNW'̂ ^
F = total depth drilled by bit, ft 
G — Ag m/R
H = hole or bit diameter, inch 
K = Reynold's number constant
M = Cg
m = 1359.1 - 714.19 log w
- _ m
^ 714.19
N = rotary speed, rpm
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n = increments number per bit run, i = 1, . . . n 
= drilling fluid pressure, psi 
= 0.052 X depth x density 
= formation pressure, psi
q = volumetric flow rate, gallon/min
R = rotary speed function
= N + 0.00004348
R^ = Reynold's number, fraction = kq.p /dnp
T = rotating time for the bit, hrs
= connection time, hrs
T.. = trip time, hrs 
DfU = 714.19 / a dD
" V
= 1 + AP=
W = weight on bit, 10^ lb
w = equivalent 7 7/8 inch bit weight = 7.875 W/H 
X = differential pressure exponent 
y = weight exponent in the drilling rate equation 
z = speed exponent in the drilling rate equation
Latine Letters
Ap = differential pressure, 10^ psi 
p = drilling fluid density, lb/gal 
y = drilling fluid viscosity, c.p.
Ç = length of uncertainty 
e = step size
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APPENDIX A
EXAMPLE ON GALLE AND WOODS TECHNIQUE
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Using the information shown in Table (D-1) , deter­
mine the best constant weight and rotary speed.
Step 1 ; From the bit record determine the formation factors 
using the equations (example shown for bit 9).
1. Formation Abrasiveness: A^ = FR/mU (A— 1)
T = rotating hours = 12.7
N = rotary speed = 140 
R = from Table (D-3) = 259 
w = weight on bit = 45 (1000 lbs.) 
m = from Table (J>-4) = .249 
D = 4/8
U = from Table (D-2) =920 
Ag = (12. 7) (259) f (.249 x 563)
Ag = 14.4
2. Drillability: = FR/m(w) ̂  (N̂ ) Z (A-2)
F = bit footage = 368
R = from Table (D-3) = 259
m = from Table (D-4) = 0.249
w = bit weight = 45(100 lbs.)
K = weight exponent = 1.0
w^ = from Table (D-5) = 45
N = rotary speed = 140
r = speed exponent = 0.6
= from Table (D-6) = 19.4
Z = from Table (D-2) = 563
(for p = 0.5 - self-sharpening tooth wear)
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Dg = 1368 X 259) r 1.249 x 45 x 19. 4 x 563) 
Dg = 0.779
3. Bearing Factor: Bg = TN/3^L (A-3)
T = rotating time = 12.7 
N = rotary speed = 140 
3^ = bearing condition = .75
L = from Table C3-4) = 1288




9 14.4 .779 1.84
10 12.2 .617 1.97
11 13.6 .511 2.03
12 15.0 .599 1.91




Step 2 : Develop input data for cost/foot equation.
Cg = bit cost = $210
= rig cost = $100/hour
= trip time (based on average for interval) = 4.7 
hrs
Ag = abrasiveness factor = 13.9
Dg = drillability factor = 0.654
B- = bearing factor = 1.92
P = tooth wear factor = 0.5 (self-sharpening)
K = weight exponent = 1.0
r = speed exponent = 0.6
Wmax = maximum weight = 70 (1000 lbs.)
Ŵ . = minimum weight = 0mxn
N   = maximum soeed = 175 rpmmax * ^
N . = minimum soeed = 100 rommxn
Step 3; Determine optimum weight-speed
For the weight and speed limitations given, an 
applicable grid might be N- 100, 125, 150, 175 and W- 40, 50,
60, 70. Therefore, a total of sixteen calculations will be 
made. This is accomplished using the equation (example for 
W- 40 and N- 100):
+ C-(T + A u m/R) C_ + C_ (T, + T) (A-4)
ocst/foot . ^ \  ]?■ ^ ^ -------------
D- Z(W) (N )m/R ^
CB = $210 (given)
CR = $100/hour (given) 
T̂  = 4.75 hours (given)
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To solve the equation, it is first necessary to 
determine if the bit life is dependent on tooth wear or 
bearing wear. This is done by assuming bearing wear at 100% 
and solving for U (tooth dullness factor) using the equation:
U = Bg LR/Aj m N (from equations 3-15 & 3-16) (A-5)
where;
- bearing wear = 1.0 
Bg - bearing factor = 1.92 
L - from Table (D-4) = 1578 (for w = 40)
R - from Table (D-3) = 143 (for N = 100)
Ag - abrasiveness = 13.9
m - from Table (D-4) = 0.300 (for w = 40)
N - rotary speed = 100
U = (1.0 X 1.92 X 1578 X 143) ? (13.9 x .300 x 100)
Ü = 1039
When bearings are worn, the tooth will be 54% gone 
^from Table (D-2)j.
Since Ü is less than 3078 (for D = 1.0), we know that 
at 40,000 lbs. and 100 RPM the bearings will wear out before 
the teeth. It is now possible to calculate the estimated 
rotating hours T for this weight speed combination using the 
formula:




Ü = 1039 
m = 0.300 
R = 143
Thus, T = (13.9 X 1039 x .300 f (143)
= 30.3 rotating hours.
Estimated footage can also be calculated for this 
weight and speed using the formula:
-k „r -
where
„ _ Df Z w N m (A-7)
^f ---- — R-------
Dg = 0.654
Z =620 from Table (D-2) for 0.54 tooth wear 
= 40 from Table (D-5) for w = 40 
= 15.9 from Table (D-6) for N = 100 
in = 0. 300 from Table (D-4) for w = 40 
R =143 from Table (D-3) for N = 100
Thus ;
F = (0.654 X 620 x 40 x 15.9 x 0.30) 4 (143)
= 541 feet
Based on the mathematical model presented, it has been 
determined that in the interval in question, for a weight of
40,000 lbs. and a rotary speed of 100 RPM, a bit should 
theoretically drill 541 feet in 30.3 hours. At this point, the
100
bit condition should show the bearings 100 percent worn, and 
the tooth structure 54 percent gone.
Cost/foot for this intezrval can be calculated by the
formula:
cost/foot = "̂̂ t ^
Thus,
cost/ foot = 210 ± 100^4:75
-  6.87 $/foot 
Repeating this calculation for the other 15 combina­
tions of weight and speed, the following cost grid is determined:
Rotary Speed
Bit Weight 100_______ 125_______]^0_____ 175
40,000
cost/ft 6.83 6.53 6.32 6.23
T 30.3 24.2 20.2 17.3




cost/ft 5.94 5.78 5.67 5.68
T 20.4 16.3 13.6 11.7
F 459 401 361 327
cost/ft 5.65 5.62 5.60 5.65
T 14.2 11.4 9.50 8.1
F 373 325 292 265
cost/ft 6.06 6.12 6.25 6.38
T 10.0 8.0 6.7 5.7
F 278 243 217 197
Based on this grid, the optimum or best weight/speed
would be : Bit weight = 60,000 lbs.
Rotary speed = 150 RPM
APPENDIX B
DETERMINATION OF THE CONSTANTS
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(1) Bearing-wear constant (b):
This constant is varied with the drilling fluid 
properties composition, solids content, and bit size and 
type. It can be calculated from the following equation:
b = N T (B-1)
wnere,
®f
T = total rotating time for the bit, hrs.
B- = final bearing-wear for the bit
N = rotary speed, rpm
w = weight on bit, 10  ̂lb
cn = bit weight exponent
(2) Tooth-wear constant (Cg):
This constant has historical value and is used to show 
the magnitude of the penetration rate reduction due to bit- 
tooth wear. A soft formation bit has higher value than hard 
formation bits due to a decrease in scraping action as the 
tooth dulls. The crushing action of the bit is not effected 
that much, so, a hard-formation bit would have a low value of 
€2  ̂ which can be calculated from the following equation for a 
homogenous formation:
C , = (B-2)
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where.
= drilling-rate for new bit, ft/hr 
Rg = final drilling rate, ft/hr 
Dg = final tooth-dullness
(3) Rotary Speed Exponent (Z) ;
This is the rotary speed exponent in the drilling 
rate agnation. Proia previous laboratory and field tests, it 
was found that Z is always<Z 1.0, and is approximately equaled 
to 0.6 for very soft formation and about 0.85 for harder 
formations. It can be determined from the following equation:
Z = (B-3)
log (N /̂N̂ )
where;
= Rotary speeds at constant W, p , q, d^ 
and , rpm.
R^ , Rg = Drilling rate at and , respectively; 
ft/hr.
(4) Weight exponent (Y):
This is the weight exponent in the drilling rate 
equation. It can be determined in the same way as Z was 
determined, but in this case the weight on bit is varied 
while all the other variables are held constant.
Y = log CB1/R2) (b-4)log (W^/Ŵ )
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where;
^1' ^̂ 2 ~ weigbt on bit at constant N, p , q, a and jj , 
10  ̂ lbs.
R^/ ^2 ” drilling rates, ft/hr at and respective!
(5) Weight exponent in bearing-wear equation (cn);
This weight exponent, cn, relates bearing wear rate 
to bit weight, and has determined experimentally. A value of 
1.5 was observed for common drilling fluids [57].
(6) Differential-pressure exponent (X);
This exponent, X, relates the drilling rate to the 
pressure differential at the bit. Experimental work [11, 12,
13] showed that X = 0.75.
(7) Formation abrasiveness parameter (A^):
A- is decreased with increase of formation abrasiveness. 
Ag can be determined from the following equation:
(p _ (R) _ -R_____
d!f A^ am 714^19 a am
°.f




714.19 a dD (by definition)
0









3714.19 a dD = 714.19 (0,309375
+ 3D^ + D̂ ) (B-6)
a = 0.928125 + 6.0 D + 1.0
R = N + 0.0000438
m = 1_____  (1359.1 - 714.19 log w) '
714.19
w = 7.875 w 
H
H = hole or bit size, inch 
T = total rotating tiate per bit
U = can be determined by using Table (D-2) , which is 
the solution to (B-6).
(8) Formation drillability factor (C^):
This factor reflects a formation's relative resistance 
to the drilling. Hard formations have low drillabilities, and 
soft formations (shales) have high values of C^. This factor 
is constant, which would not change the calculated optimum 
variables under consideration.
Formation drillability factor is calculated from the 
drilling rate equation as following:
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wnere;
^ F(1 + C, Df)(l (3_7)
 ̂ T(W^)(N^) log(kcp)
F; is the total footage drilled by the bit, ft. 
T: is the total time needed to drill F, hrs.
D^: is the final tooth dullness of the bit.
Ap: is the differential pressure, 1000 psi.
W; weight on bit, 1000 lb.
N: rotary speed, rpm
q: volumetric flow rate, gal/min.
P: drilling fluid density, lb/gal. 
u: drilling fluid viscosity, c.p. 
d^: jet-nozzle diameter, inch 
K: ■ Reynold's number constant.
Determination of the Constants for Well #1
The field data which is presented in Security bit record [Table(E-12)] can be 
used to calculate the necessary constants for the optimization technique.


















b = NW°"t 
Bf
1 12J,i 0SC-3A 20 120 946 10 0.25 429,325
2 7 7/8 X3A 35 II 1652 28.5 0.25 2,832,619
3 I I I I I t II 684 16.0 0.25 1,590,242
4 I I J22 1 54 2255 96.25 1.0 1,076,209
5 II F-3 I I II 1698 114 1.0 1,274,679
6 I I J-33 II II 592 54.75 0.50 1,244,362
7 II J-44 37.5 II 537 56 I I 1,388,860
8 II II II I I 823 90,5 I I 2,244,498
9 I I F-4 II II 116 54.25 II 1,345,459
10 II J-44 I I I I 320 52.25 I I 1,295,857
11 II J-55R 48 50 288 56.0 II 1,862,301 o










1 12% 0SC3A 94.6 128.0 .25 1.412
2 7 7/8 X3A 57.9 87.0 .375 1.340
3 I t I I 42.7 68.0 .375 1.580
4 II J22 23.4 32.0 .25 1.470
5 I t F3 14.8 40.0 .750 2.270
6 if J33 10.8 34.0 1.0 2,148
7 tl J44 9.5 20.0 .875 1.263
8 II IS 9.1 19.0 1.0 1-088
9 If F4 2.1 3.50 .625 1.067
10 tl J44 6.1 6.10 0 0
11 If J55R 5.1 5.75 .125 1.020
















1 12% 0SC3A 120 94.6 100 85 0.587
2 7 7/S X3A 11 57.9 11 51 0.696
3 II X3A II 42.7 II 38 0.549
4 tl J22 I I 23.4 II 28 0.692
5 « F3 54 14.8 70 17.5 0.646
6 tl J3 3 II 10.8 tl 12.75 0.640
7 II J44 II 9.5 II 11.50 0.736
8 IT J44 II 9.1 tl 11.0 0.731
9 II F-4 tl 2.1 I t 2.52 0.703
10 ft J44 tl 6.1 II 7.35 0.718
11 II J-55R 50 5.1 75 7.0 0.780













y  =  logfR^/Rg)
log (W^/Wg)
1 12^ 0SC3A 20 94.6 25 115.8 0.906
2 7 7/8 X3A 35 57.9 40 68.5 1.259
3 I I X3A M 42.7 I I 50 1.182
4 I I J22 II 23.4 I I 27.75 1.277
5 I I P3 I I 14.8 I I 18 1.466
6 I I J-33 II 10.8 I I 13 1.388
7 I I J-44 37.5 9.5 45 11.75 1.166
8 I I J-44 I I 9.1 II 11.0 1.040
9 I I F 4 II 2.1 I I 2.5 0.956
10 II J— 4 4 II 6.1 II 7.25 0.947
11 J-55R 48 5. 1 60 6 . 25 0.911
HH
o













= R T 
U m
1 12>4 0SC3A 120 195 20 12.857 .794 10 .25 316 7.772
2 7 7/8 X3A II II 35 35 .357 28.5 .375 581 26.794
3 I I II I I II I I II I I 16 II I I 15.042
4 tl J22 54 61 I I I I I I 96.25 .25 316 52.045
5 II F3 II I I I I I I I I 114 .750 1834 10.621
6 I I J33 I I II II I I I I 54.75 1.0 3078 3.039
7 II J44 II II 37.5 37.5 .327 56 .875 2413 4.329
8 II II I I II II II I I 90.5 1.0 3078 5.485
9 II F4 I I II II II II 54.25 .625 1337 7.569
10 II J44 II I I II II I I 52.25 0 1.0 9747
11 I I J55R 50 55 48 48 .221 56 .125 123 113.3
HM
(6) roniidtloii Drillability Factor (C^):
Table (B-6) 
Formation Drillability Factor




No. Sizo Type ft lirs lOOOJI) r|Hii lOOOpsi yal/mln lb/gal c.p.
1 IZ '4 0SC3A 946 10 1.412 .25 20 0.906 120 0.507 0 269 0.33 1 12 12 12 0.007
z 7 7/a X -3A 1652 28.5 1.340 .375 35 1.259 " 0.696 0 " 1 10 10 10 0.0059
3 " 6U4 16 1.500 .375 " 1.102 " 0.549 .136 9.1 10 9 9 10 0.0147
4 J22 2255 96.25 1.470 .25 " 1.277 54 0.692 .226 I " 10 11 II U 0.0043
b F3 1690 114 2.27 .750 1.466 " 0.646 .333 I 9.2 10 I 0.0034
6 J33 592 54.75 2.140 1.0 1.300 " .640 .401 it 9.3 10 I 0.0030
/ .144 537 56 1.263 .075 37.5 1.166 " .736 .420 " 10 I 0.0031
tl " 023 90.5 1.000 1.0 " 1.040 " .731 .4/0 " 13 0.0049
9 F4 116 54.25 1.067 .625 " 0.956 " .703 .470 " 13 0.0014
IÜ J44 320 52.25 0 0 " 0.947 " .710 .045 10 15 I 0.0023
11 JbbR 208 56 1.020 .125 40 0.911 50 .700 .766 9.0 15 I 0.0017
to
APPENDIX C
ALGORITHM FOR THE METHOD OF HOOKE AND JEEVES 
USING FIBONACCI LINE SEARCH
114
(C-1) Fibonacci-SearCh Algorithm
The following algorithm is an outline of the Fibonacci 
method for minimizing a strictly quasiconvex function over the 
interval [â , b^]. In the algorithm, Ç is the length of 
uncertainty, S is step size, and n is the number of observations 
(such that ■ ^1).
115
Initialization 







k̂+1 " \  
bk+1 ='̂ k
Step Cl) 
T T % T  9C\)
TIÔ
9(Ak)^9(nk)
! Hk+1 = Ak F  _ k _ 2
I = Sk+i +( n X\+r^k+l)
!____  ^ n - k




K = K + 1
Step (21
I bk+l = bk
"k+1 K F
Hk+i = 3k+l ̂  ^JldSilK'^k+r^k+V






Step (1) an = A „  
bn = bn-1
9(A„) S S ( n „ )
an = an-1 
bn =A„
Stop
Optimal solution l i e s  
in  the interval [an, bn]
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K = j = 1 !
Step (1)
Find optimal Aj
'to  minimize 
i f(yj +Ajj)
Figure (C-2)
Hooke and Jeeves Flow-Char
Yj+i ' 'j "
Is J<n
Yes,
J = J + 1 j
1















J = I 





Approximate Values of K and r
Formation Hardness Weight Exponent Speed Exponent















D Versus ü and Z
Z when P =
D U 0 0.5 1.0
1 /8 123 123 105 89
2 /8 316 316 236 179
3 /8 581 581 389 268
4/8 920 920 563 357
5 /8 1337 1337 756 446
6/8 1834 1834 967 536
7 /8 2413 2413 1194 625
8 /8 3078 3078 1437 714
Table D-3 
N Versus R
R N -■R N R N R N R
10 10 50 • 55 90 122 130 226 190 488
15 15 55 62 95 132 135 242 200 548
20 20 60 69 100 143 140 259 225 720
25 26 65 77 105 155 145 278 250 929
30 31 70 85 110 168 150 297 275 1179
35 37 75 93 115 181 160 338 300 1474
40 43 80 102 120 195 170 384 350 2214
45 49 85 112 125 210 180 434 400 3133
120
Table p’-4 
w versus m and L
w m L w m L w m L
15 .726 6240 37 .334 1800 59 .132 766
16 .698 5840 38 .323 1725 60 .124 739
17 .672 5440 39 .311 1650 61 .117 714
18 .647 5080 40 .300 1578 62 .110 689
19 .624 4750 41 .290 1515 63 .103 665
20 .601 4439 42 .279 1460 64 .096 642
21 .580 4170 43 .269 1400 65 .090 620
22 .560 3920 44 .259 1340 66 .083 599
23 .541 3680 45 .249 1288 67 .076 578
24 .522 3470 46 .240 1240 68 .070 558
25 .505 3270 47 .230 1195 69 .064 538
26 .488 3080 48 .221 1150 70 .057 520
27 .471 2910 49 .212 1105 71 .051 502
28 .455 2770 50 .204 1063 72 .045 484
29 .440 2630 51 .195 1025 73 .039 46 7
30 .425 2496 52 .186 988 74 .033 450
31 .411 2370 53 .178 953 75 .027 434
32 .397 2260 54 .170 918 76 .022 418
33 .384 2160 55 .162 884 77 .016 403
34 .371 2060 56 .154 853 78 ,010 388
35 .358 1963 57 .147 823 79 .005 373




0. 60 0.70 0. SO 0.90 0.95 1. 00 1.05 1. 10 1. 20
4.0 5.0 6. 3 7.9 3.9 ■ 10. 0 11. 12 12.6 15.8
4.4 5.7 7. 3 9.4 10. 3 12.0 13.6 15.4 19.8
4.4 6. 3 8. 2 10. 8 '12. 2 14. 0 16. 0 18. 2 23.7
5. 3 7. 0 9. 2 12. 2 • 13.8 16. 0 18.4 21. 1 27.9
5.7 7.6 10. 1 13.5 15. 6 18. 0 20.8 24. 1 32. 1
6.0 S. 1 11. 1 14.8 17. 2 20.0 23. 2 27. 0 36.4
6.4 8.7 11.9 16.2 18.9 22.0 25.6 29.9 40.8
6.7 9.2 12.7 17.4 20.5 24.0 28. 2 33.0 45.2
7. 1 9.6 13.6 18.3 22. 1 26.0 ■ 30.7 36.0 50.0
7.4 10. 3 14.4 20. 0 23.7 28. 0 . 33. i 39. 1 • 54.6
7.7 10.8 15. 2 21. 3 25. 3 30. 0 35.7 42.1 59.2
8.0 11. 3 16. 0 22.6 27.0 32.0 38. 1 45. 2 64. 1
8. 3 11.8 16.8 23.9 28.5 34. 0 40.6 48. 5 68.8
8.6 12. 3 17. 5 25. 1 30.0 36.0 43. 2 51.6 73.9
8.9 12.8 18.4 26. 5 31.7 38.0 45.9 54.7 78.7
9. 2 13. 2 19. 1 27.6 33. 2 40.0 48. 1 58.0 83.9
9.4 13.6 19.9 28.9 34.3 42. 0 50. 3 61. 1 88.5
9.7 14.1 20.6 30. 0 36. 3 44. 0 53.5 64. 1 93.8
10.0 14.6 21. 5 31. 3 38.0 46.0 . 55.7 67. 2 98.3
10. 2 15.0 22. 1 32.5 39.4 48.0 53. 1 70.4 104
10.4 15.5 22.9 33.9 41. 1 50.0 61.0 74.0 109
10.7 15.9 23. 6 35.0 42.3 52.0 63.6 87. 2 115
11.0 16. 3 24. 3 36. 1 44. 1 54.0 66. 0 80.5 120
11.2 16.7 25. 1 37. 5 45.9 56.0 68.4 83.9 125
11.4 17.2 25.7 38.8 47.4 58.0 ■ 70.9 87. 0 131
11.7 17.6 26.5 39.9 43.9 60.0 73.6 90. 2 136
11.9 18.0 27. 2 41.0 50.4 62.0 76. 2 9 3.'8 141
12.1 18.4 27.8 42. 2 51.9 64.0 78.7 96.5 147
12.4 13.3 28.5 43.4 53.4 66.0 81.4 100 153
12.6 19.2 29. 2 44.7 54.9 68.0 34.0 104 159
12.8 19.6 29.9 45.9 56.5 70.0 86.5 107 165
13.0 19.9 30.7 46.9 58.0 72.0 88.9 111 170
13. 2 20. 3 31. 3 48. 1 59.6 74.0 91.7 115 176
13.4 20.7 32. 0 49.2 61.1 76.0 94. 2 118 181




N 0.4 0.45 0. 5 0.55 0.60 0.65 0. 7 0.75 0.8
20 3. 31 3.85 4.47 5. 19 6.03 7.01 8. 14 9.45 11.0
25 3.62 4. 26 5.00 5.88 • 6.90 8. 12 9.52 10.6 13. 2
50 3.90 4.62. 5.48 6.49 7.70 9. 12 10.8 12.8 15. 2
35 4. 15 4. 95 5.92 ■ .7. 08 8.43 10. 1 12. 0 14,4 17. 2
40 4.37 5. 26 6. 32 7.61 9.15 11.0 13. 2 15.9 19. 1
45 4.58 5. 55 6. 70 8. 10 9.60 11.8 14.4 17.4 21. 0
50 4.78 5.81 7. 07 8. 60 10.5 12.7 15. 5 18.8 22.9
55 4.96 6.07 7.41 9.08 11.1 13.5 16. 5 20. 2 24.6
60 5. 14 6. 31 7.74 9.51 11.6 14. 3 17.5 21.6 26. 5
65 5. 31. 6. 54 8. 06 9.92 12.2. . 15. 1 18.6 22.9 28. 2
70 5.47 6.77 8. 37 10. 3 12.8 15.8 19.6 24. 2 29.9
75 5.63 6. 98 8.68 10.8 13.4 16. 5 20. S 25.5 31.6
SO 5.77 7. 18 8.94 11. 1 13.9 17. 3 21. 5 26.8 33. 3
85 5.91 7. 39 9.22 11.5 14.4 18. 0 22.4 28.0 35. 0
90 6.05 7.58 9.49 11.9 14.9 18.7 23. 3 29.2 36.6
95 6. 18 7. 77 9.74 12. 2 15.4 19.3 24. 2 30.4 38. 1
100 6. 31 7. 94 10. 0 12.6 15.9 20.0 25. 2 31.6 39.8
105 6.43 8. 11 10.2 12.9 16.3 20.6 26.0 32.8 41.3
110 • 6.55 8. 29 10.5 13. 3 16.8 21.2 26.9 34. 0 42.9
.115 6. 67 8.46 10.7 13.6 17.2 21.8 27.7 35. 1 44.5
120 6.79 8.62 10.9 13.9 17.7 22.5 28. 5 36. 3 46. 1
125 6.90 8.79 11.2 14. 2 is:i 23.1 29.4 37.4 47. 6
130 7. 01 8.94 11.4 14.5 18.6 23.7 30. 2 38.5 49. I
135 7. 11 9. 09 11.6 14.8 19.0 24. 2 31.0 39.6 50. 6
140 7. 22 9. 24 11.8 15. 1 19.4 24.8 31.8 40.7 52. 1
145 7. 32 9. 39 12. 0 15.4 19.8 25.4 32.5 41.8 53.6
150 7.42 9.53 12. 2 15.7 20.2 26.0 33. 3 42.9 55. 1
155 7.52 9.67 12.4 16. 0 20.6 26.5 34. 1 44.0 56.6
ICO 7. 61 9.81 12.6 16. 3 21.0 27. 1 34.9 45.0 58. 0
165 7.71 9.95 12.8 16. 6 21.4 27.6 35.7 46.0 59. 5
no 7. 80 10. 1 13.0 16. 8 21.8 28. 2 •36.4 47. 0 60.9
175 7.89 10. 2 13. 2 17. 1 22.2 28.7 37. 1 48. 0 62. 3
ICO 7.98 10.4 13.4 17.4 22.6 29.2 37.8 49. 0 63.7
ISS 8. 08 10. 5 13.6 17.6 22.9 29.8 38. 6 50. 0 65. 1190 8. 18 10. 6 13.8 17.9 23.3 30. 3 39.4 51.0 66. 5
Table D -7 
Formation and Bit Classifications
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Price List Rock Bits
STEEL UiILLED T O O TH  3 ITS
NON-SEALED SEALED BEARING
SEALED JOURNAL 







j (G o rS C ) Circulation
G auge 
Prelection 
(G  o r  SG)
Je t
Circulation Sealed
4% 4» 3 7 1 ^ 1 525.00 •I
St.. 6 .8». 6% 463.00 i 533.00 679.00 1
6*A— 6% 6Vi. 6« 504.00 ! 580.00 7C0.00 ! i
6% — 7% 7!, 577.00 1 664.00 661.00 760.00 705.00 825.00 1 750.00 1 1.050.00
8% — 9 8H. 8%. 8 * 632.00 1 735.00 754.00 867.00 806.00 945.00 1 635.00 1 1.130.00
9'? — 9-Â 9Vi. 9* 753.00 ! 875.00 901.00 1.045.00 1.067.00 1245.00 1 1.085.00 1
104» — n 10». n 918.00 1 1.102.00 1.260.00 1.475.00
12 — 12% 12% 1.071.00 1 1.250.00 1.262.00 1.460.00 1.497.00 1.750D0 1 1520.00 1.660.00
13% — 15 13%. 13V.. 14% 1.845.00 1
17% — 18% 17% 3.033.00 t 3.488.00 3.640.00 ‘ I
T U N G S T E N  CARBIDE INSERT BITS
err s iz e
RANGE





















5%. 6.6%. 6% 1.671.00 1.840.00
1.880.00 ! 
2,090.00 i
6%— 6V. 6'%. 6V. 1.760.00 1.940.00 2500.00 1
7H — 7% 7% 1.845.00 2.030.00 2555.00 j 2588.00
8% — 9 84,. 8%. 8% 2.080.00 2335.00 2355.00 ' 3.076.00
9%— 9% 9%. 9% 2345.00 2574.00 3.775.00 1
10% — n 10%. 11 2.696.00 3506.00 4.415.00
12 — 12% 12% 3322.00 4572.00 5.720.00 I 6.000.00
13% — 15 134.. 14% 5.800.00 6575.00 9.075.00 1
,7% 17% 8.000.00 9560.00 11.840.00 !
’NON-STANOARO BITS ARE PRICED 25»  ABOVE STANDARD BITS IN THE SAME SIZE RANGE
PRICING POLICY
1. T h ese  prices apply to  the U nited S ta tes  (excluding Alaska) an d  d irect export sh ipm ents from the United S ta tes  
an d  United Kingoom. P rices for Alaska. C anada and pu rchases from  local stock  in International a reas  are 
published  separately and a re  available o n  re q u e s t
2. All sa les are subject to S tandard  Term s of Sale and Rental for Security  Rock Bits and  Drilling Tools.
3. D om estic prices are F.O.B. Dallas. T exas (see  opposite page for w eights and rates).
4. Export prices a re  F.A.S. H ouston , Texas o r  United Kingdom port an d  include packaging for export sh ipm en t
5. T erm s of payment a re  net 30 days, from date of invoice.
S. Any tax o r  levy imposed b y  city, county, sta te o r o ther G overnm ental bodies, is added  to  prices q uo ted .
7. P rices a r e  subject to ch an g e  w ithout notice.
TABLE D -1 0
OPEBATINQ DATA FOR DUPLEX PUMPS









MAXIMUM DISCHARGE PRESSURE (pti) USING LINER SIZE SHOWN
5" 5 5% " 5 X " 8" 6 X" 6 K" 6 )4 " 7" 7-’/ ." 7 » " 7 X " 8"
C 160 B 12 220 70 1205 1085 085 895 620 750 600 640 595 550
K-380 14 380 70 2100 1876 1675 1520 1370 1255 1145 1055 070 800 835
H 1250 16 1250 65 4135 3765 3445 3165 2915 2700 2505 2335
1 ■N 1100 16 1100 65 3640 3305 3025 2785 2565 2375
I2 P L 0 12 100 70 540 465 440 400 365
2 I4 P 14 350 70 1700 1525 1375 1250 1140 1050 060 090 820 765
OILWELL 81 6 P 16 700 65 2735 2235 1875 1725 1593 1476 1280 '1107
2 I8 P 18 600 65 2040 1370 1155 1065 965 915
GXN 14 600 70 2435 1074 1633 1377 1271 1177 1094
GARDNEn GXP 16 700 70 3060 2470 2040 1712 1578 1460 1357 1171
DENVER GXR 18 1000 60 3113 2816 2578 2373 2184 2035 1003 1172
GXH 18 1250 60 3942 3281 3035 2703 2580 2400 2232
0 3 0 0 14 300 70 1430 1280 1162 1060 966 886 815 754 698 650 602
0  375 14 375 70 1777 1600 1415 1218 1156 1104 1018 939 871 810 744
0  1000 18 1000 60 3480 3153 2871 2635 2418 2229 2068 1917 1762 1663
D 1250 18 1250 CO 4144 3758 3432 3141 2691 2667 2471
N>C\
TABLE D r-11











MAXIMUM DISCHARGE PRESSURE tpiR USING LINER SIZE SHOWN
3 3%" 3'A" 3 V 4" 4 % ‘* 4%" 4X" 5" 5K" s v r 6X" •** eu*' 6 J4" 8K" r
8PQ0 8 % 800 175 5005 4505 4020 3605 3265 2950 2690 2460 2260
NATIONAL 10 P 130 10 1300 150 6245 4765 4335 3965 3646
I2PI60 12 1600 125 6335 4860 4485 4130 3820 3540 3205
B60PT e 660 175 3780 2090 2420 2000 1830 1680 1430
OlLWELL I400PT 10 1400 150 5000 4714 3960 3300
ITOOPT 13 1700 150 5000 4714 3960 3300
PY7 7 600 160 3150 2550 2110 1770 1610 1300
OAHONEn PJ8 8 375 176 3118 2657 2200 1753 1386 1122
DENVER PAB 8 310 176 2000 1650PZ9 0 1000 y; 5340 4330 3570 3000
F 350 7 350 176 4000 4100 3535 3000 2705 2390 2135
EMSCO F 760 8 750 176 5075 4485 4000 3500 3230 2035 2675 2450 2250
FI300 13 1300 130 5460 4950 4516 4128 3701 3494 3260 2997 2789
F 1000 12 1600 120 5559 6078 4665 4299 4012 3688 3423
T3B0 13 380 70 1406 1269 1146 1042 855 874 803 741 687
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